Extended Term Permits and Structure Limits

Public Works Department

Date: 12/26/2017

Structure Limits
- 100,000 on 6 / 120,000 on 7 axles
- 110,000 on 6 or more axles
- 110,000 on 7 or more axles
- 120,000 on 6 or more axles
- Requires IDOT/RR Permit
- other

Weight Limits
- 110,000
- Restricted - No Trucks

Street Class
- Interstate
- Freeway
- Arterial
- Collector
- Local Road

Weight Distribution Limits
- Front Tandem - 44,000 no axle exceeds 23,000
- Rear Tandem - 54,000 no axle exceeds 20,000

Weight Distribution Limits
- Front Tandem - 44,000 no axle exceeds 23,000
- Rear Tandem - 54,000 no axle exceeds 20,000

*No load to exceed 23,000 lbs/axle on any City street.
*Restricted routes may be used when allowed by a single or round trip permit, but are not under an extended term permit.

Go to www.cityblm.org for latest update.
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